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Ford 6.7 manual regeneration

Share your FORScan experience with other jmnorr3 users Messages: 10 Joined: Sun September 18, 2016 7:14 pm Car: 2016 Ford F350 6.7 Powerstroke Post by jmnorr3 » Sat Sep 24, 2016 8:02 pm I have an OBDLink MX using Bluetooth, how to start manual regeneration on a Ford F350 2016? I see all
the pace etc but do not see anything that allows me to start regen. Thank you Jim jmnorr3 Message: 10 Joined: Sun Sep 18, 2016 7:14 pm Car: 2016 Ford F350 6.7 Powerstroke Post jmnorr3 » Sun Sep 25, 2016 2:54pm Just clarify, I don't see an option at all. People talk about running a static
regeneration. I probably don't see anything missing because I don't see it. Please have a little help for the beginner. jmnorr3 Posts: 10 Joined: Sun Sep 18, 2016 7:14 pm Car: 2016 Ford F350 6.7 Powerstroke Post jmnorr3 » Sat Oct 01, 2016 11:57 pm Can anyone give me any help here? A beginner is
trying to figure out this software. rodders_1310 posts: 3 Joined: W Sep 27, 2016 7:12 AM Car: Ford Kuga 2.0 TDCI 4x4 2009 Posts on rodders_1310 » Sat 08 Oct 2016 11:45 am I had the same problem and then read somewhere that the tempo should be above 60. I drove for 10 minutes and then parked
again and forced to regenerate. Jmnorr3 Posts: 10 Joined: Sun September 18, 2016 7:14 pm Vehicle: 2016 Ford F350 6.7 Powerstroke Post by jmnorr3 » Sat Oct 08, 2016 8:27pm OK, understand that it should probably be down to Temp run, but I don't see where to run it???? I go to Read PID data and
then select PIDs Dialog and can read a bunch of DPF status. When I switch to control vice read in PCM PID there is nothing about turning on Regen. That's where I got stuck. Where are you going to find a gag thing? Johnyor Posts: 8 Joined: Mon June 27, 2016 8:52pm Car: Ford Focus MK3 2013 1.6L
Econetic Post by johnyor » Sun Oct 09, 2016 7:52 am jmnorr3 writes:OK, understand that it should probably be up temp run, but I don't see where to run it???? I go to Read PID data and then select PIDs Dialog and can read a bunch of DPF status. When I switch to control vice read in PCM PID there is
nothing about turning on Regen. That's where I got stuck. Where are you going to find a gag thing? You do not see the static regeneration option in service procedures (wrench icon on the left) ? Stimpy88 Posts: 141 Joined: Wed Sep 09, 2015 9:28am Car: Ford Mondeo Mk4.5 - Diesel 2.0, 163, 2013 Post
stimpy88 » Sun Oct 09, 2016 1:27pm Johnyor wrote:jmnorr3 writes:OK, understand that it should probably be down to Temp run, but I don't see where to run it???? I go to Read PID data and then select PIDs Dialog and can read a bunch of DPF status. When I switch to control vice read in PCM PID there
is nothing about turning on Regen. That's where I got stuck. Where are you going to find a gag thing? You do not static regeneration option in service procedures (wrench icon on the left) ? This is where the option is definitely located. If it's not there, then maybe the ForScan team didn't add vehicle to
ForScan yet. stimpy88 Posts: 141 Joined: Wed Sept 09, 2015 9:28am Car: Ford Mondeo Mk4.5 - Diesel 2.0, 163, 2013 Post stimpy88 » Sun 09 Oct 2016 1:28pm jmnorr3 wrote:OK, understand that this should probably be down to the temp run... Yes, first the car must be up to temperature, otherwise it
will take a very long time. Jmnorr3 Posts: 10 Joined: Sun Sep 18, 2016 7:14 pm Car: 2016 Ford F350 6.7 Powerstroke Post jmnorr3 » Sun Oct 09, 2016 5:07pm OK, ok that explains it. Nothing under the wrench except a separate module reset, so I think static regenerate is not yet enabled for 2016 F350
6.7. Hopefully Forscan will update this as this is the reason why I went out and got an extended version. Carlhwv Message: 3 Joined: Sat Oct 29, 2016 10:15 pm Car: F350 6.7 Powerstroke 2016 Location: TN, USA Post by carlhwv » Fri Nov 04, 2016 5:20pm JM, A group of us worked on it. Have you
made it changes to IPC to enable regenerative? Do you see the Exhust% filter on the sensor screen in your truck? If so, when you reach 85% or higher and truck up to pace, follow the instructions included in you Deisel Supplement in your owners manual package and you can make a regeneration from
the truck without any additional software. I hope it helps. · Discussion Starter • #1 • July 7, 2017 I'm preparing to tow 250 miles and wanted to measure fuel mileage, but went out for dinner tonight and %DPF Full was at 80%, so I wanted to regenerate out of the way. About a mile before returning home,
the DPF went full and regeneration began. My wife didn't feel the joy of riding, and I remembered hand-held regeneration. As soon as I pulled up home, I got on the CTS menu and found manual regeneration under maintenance or diagnostics and chose it. I had to answer at least 10 clues about the heat
and no parking in the wheat field, open the bonnet, be in the Park or Neutral with a tincture brake, etc. suddenly the screen changed to a set of sensors from DPF Load, Soot GPL, ECT Temp, EGT1 temp and the engine went to 2000 RPM, where it remained for the next 25 minutes. Then either cooling
fans and/or turbo kicking and it sounded like I was standing next to a 747 reviving for takeoff. The heat was amazing as the surrounding one was 72, parked in the shade with a 10-20 breeze, but it hit almost 92 in the cockpit. Because the GPL hit about .70, the loud noise stopped, but it continued idle at
2000 RPM, and then EGT1 began to relemp away from the 645 degrees it was. Finally, it dropped to normal downing speed and on the CTS began counting down 20 seconds. When it was done, it came back to my regular sensor screen. My fuel level (also on the regeneration screen) dropped from 74%
to 69%. Although I usually prefer to drive through it wasn't comfortable and it was given that the regeneration had already started (the GPL dropped from 3.50 to 3.10) and it was a good way to complete before my trip. Also, %DPF Full dropped to 15%, the lowest I've seen it, and the kyoto GPL has
dropped to .65, also the lowest I've seen to have the process be quite effective. · My CTS also rotates up to 2k rpm and attracts a clutch fan 100% over the length of a parked regeneration. I noticed that when you make a parked regeneration with a snapon OBDII tool, the fan clutch is sometimes not
engaged. The room was quite big and comfortable. Start of the debate • #3 • July 8, 2017 I plan to test my tune DP-Tuner Heavy Tow with the same trip from which I tested the tune of Light Tow and didn't want to regenerate interventions. Normally, I would just let the regeneration complete with the
following drive. Last time I set off with a light tug and came back with Heavy Tug and do the reverse of this trip. · Gotcha, and makes sense now that I followed your post in my DP Tuner stream. Let's look at the numbers.......... I've always played it safe with a 35 over 50 horse while performing this 10k
trailer, even if it's not an extreme amount of weight, I know that extended time under full load over time doesn't play real nice. But again, Jodie is tuning in quite conservatively. Damn it, it's a damn admiration. · I do not know that there is a way to see that % of your DPF was on these trucks ... where do you
go to see that? · Discussion Starter • #6 • July 12, 2017 I didn't know there was a way to see that % of your DPF was on these trucks... where do you go to see this? You can add it to your sensors (selecting the top menu on the dash) by your dealer or do it yourself using FORScan. Many dealers don't
know the process, but this is to include forced regeneration in the settings. Here's how to get %DPF for the Exhaust Filter screen: (1) IDS talk to the truck via VCM (2) A toolkibility is selected to get to the Programming Module (3) Programmable Settings for Our Trucks (4) Select Personality Option for
Application (5) Change Forced Regeneration Request enabled. (6) Programming is complete and VCM can be disconnected from the Ghost Screen truck now appears · With FORScan go to: -IPC as built -scroll to 720-01-01 - there are three boxes, the first not to change - the second box to insert 9 in the
first of four places to include DPF% (put 1 to remove DFP%) - in the third field put capital E first to install Force Regen on the off.......... F install Force Regen on but Compass disabled .... or 7 to enable both simultaneously -save and exit -cycle key Made · I just installed a used (30k miles) DPF on my 2012
truck. Diesel specialist was kind to make a flash update to my computer and it added a manual def option. Since it was used DPF (got it for 400 bucks, plus 200 to install minus 200 disposals.) I wanted to start with a clean filter. Started with 90% load, took about 15 minutes and used .6 gallons of gas. I
like it a lot. up to 0% per counter and -12% load on my FORScan (iOS). My DPF was cracked and didn't catch the whole kipot, so I decided to change it before it became the worst and dropped the code. Does anyone know if it's hurting to do leadership instead of waiting to manage it? It's a daily driver, so
don't always be able to finish Regen on the road. · Start of discussion • #9 • October 8, 2018 Manual regeneration is what a dealer does when you take it for DPF issues so it doesn't hurt. It is more cost effective to allow him to do so while driving as some of the driving heats the exhaust. You meant .6 gal?
This is the usual amount. · I can't find it on the dash screen. I have to have an extra notification center because my steering wheel doesn't have a Info button. When I select Caliber Mode, scroll to the information, it shows nothing about the filter. Just my drive. · I can't find it on the dash screen. I have to
have an extra notification center because my steering wheel doesn't have a Info button. When I select Caliber Mode, scroll to the information, it shows nothing about the filter. Just my drive. You have to include it with FORScan · I have 2012. I've never had a screen either. When the store installed my
used dpf a couple of days ago, the technology was pretty good (No extra charge and it wasn't stealing) to install the latest flash module. It automatically activated the ordered operator regen. I had to scroll right into the caliber menu and it showed a load of DPF. Once it reached 85%, it automatically gave
me the option to manually clean it. Pretty cool, and a great option if you don't have the ability to ride a regenerative. I feel like .6 gallons is very clever. · I have 2012. I've never had a screen either. When the store installed my used dpf a couple of days ago, the technology was pretty good (No extra charge
and it wasn't stealing) to install the latest flash module. It automatically activated the ordered operator regen. I had to scroll right into the caliber menu and it showed a load of DPF. Once it reached 85%, it automatically gave me the option to manually clean it. Pretty cool, and a great option if you don't
have the ability to ride a regenerative. I have the 3rd screen activated on my 14th and can see the % filter and watch it decrease like this in regeneration. However, mine does it when it gets full. Does anyone know why my 14 has no manual regeneration? Tom · The only time you find out the manual
option this after the load receives more than 85%. I don't think I had it either after they updated the module because it showed only a percentage. After it hit 85%, it showed the click ok button to clear. Alternatively, you can have it in the park and emergency brake. On.
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